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Session types were originally inspired by linear logic. The computational
interpretation of (intuitionistic) linear logic due to Abramsky [1] decomposes
choice into internal and external choice, which interpret a de Morgan dual pair
of additive operators. Honda exploited this duality when devising a theory of
binary session types [7]. However, the correspondence between linear logic and
session types is not exact. In particular, Honda’s binary session types feature a
self-dual non-commutative operator representing sequentiality that is not present
in linear logic. More recently, proof theorists devised a framework, called the
calculus of structures [6], that is capable of expressing extensions of linear logic
with a self-dual non-commutative operator. This advance enabled the authors
to devise a tight and direct formulation of finite multi-party session types [9] as
propositions in a proof calculus called MAV [2, 10].

A significant fragment of the session modelling language Scribble [8] can be
embedded in the proof calculus MAV. The behaviour of each party in a session is
modelled by local types, which we ensure are compatible [3] in the sense that all
parties realise a global protocol when executed together. Remarkably, executions
witnessing that local types are compatible are exactly proofs in the system MAV.
Thus provability in MAV corresponds with multi-party compatibility. Since MAV
is an analytic proof calculus this correspondence provides procedures for deciding
multi-party compatibility.

Further to capturing multi-party compatibility, proofs in MAV can be used
to define a subtype system. In typical applications of session types for static
analysis [12, 13], the control flow of a program is extracted and the values com-
municated are replaced by types to obtain a session type. We then check that
the session type obtained from the control flow is a subtype of the specification.
As in the binary session case [14, 4], subtyping can vary branches of a choice and
the basic types input and output on channels. Subtyping also permits causal de-
pendencies to be relaxed. The subtyping relation is given by exactly the provable
linear implications in MAV. A corollary of the cut elimination result for MAV [10]
is that linear implication defines a preorder over session types.

Reassuringly, as a process preorder, linear implication is sound with respect to
both (weak complete) simulation and pomset traces [5]; hence respects branching
time and causality. A subtype system based on linear implication is therefore safe
to use for processes deployed on systems guaranteeing a consistency model at
least as strong as causal consistency. Hence when linear implication is employed
for subtyping, false positives where subtyping incorrectly claims a party meets



its specification are less likely than for definitions of subtyping based on trace
inclusion for instance.

Correspondences between linear logic and session types have been sought as
an objective justification for design decisions in session types. We have demon-
strated an intimate correspondence where propositions in MAV are session types,
proofs are witnesses of multi-party compatibility, and linear implication is sub-
typing. By extending with first-order quantifiers to obtain MAV1 [11], processes
can be modelled in a similar fashion by directly embedding processes as predi-
cates. A novel feature of MAV1 is a pair of de Morgan dual nominal quantifiers
that model private names in the π-calculus. MAV1 can embed numerous ex-
tensions of finite π-calculus processes such as a π-calculus with both internal
and external choice in which multi-party compatibility can be extended to the
process level. Future work includes establishing the consistency of second-order
extensions of MAV for modelling fixed points and delegation.
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